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LABOR IN THE
DEFENSE CRISIS
By T. R. CARSKADON

AMERICA began its intensive effort to arm for defense in
the summer of 1940. Under the pressure of international
events, the program has moved with increasing swiftness.
With the signing of the Lend-Lease Act on March 11, 1941,
this country definitely embarked upon an all-out armament
effort. There is no longer any fight over appropriations; our
national defense program is now limited only by the men
and machines available for arms production.

What, then, are our immediate resources in unemployed
man power? The research staff of the Labor Survey of The
Twentieth Century Fund estimates the number of idle work
ers available for employment in the spring of 1941 as "prob
ably not far from 4,000,000." Is this backlog of unemployed
large enough to meet our defense needs? Very clearly it is not,
and most forecasts agree that we will ultimately need more
workers than are now unemployed.
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Century Fund, New York, 1941. All estimates in this pamphlet are
based on the situation as it appeared to the research staff in the early
months of 1941.
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How Many Workers Will Be Needed?
Getting down to figures, the estimate is that some 5 mil

lion more will be needed in defense industries within the
next two years. Not all of these workers are being drawn into
the defense industries from previous unemployment. A lot of
them-perhaps as many as 2 million-are brought into defense
production from other activities. The remaining 3 million
workers will be drawn directly into defense industries from
the unemployed and from new workers coming into the labor
market.

But this is not all. Defense workers have wages to spend.
They naturally want to buy a lot of things they may have
been doing without for several years. The great increase in
spending will stimulate non-defense industries, especially
those producing consumer goods. These industries, in turn,
are likely to expand. It is estimated that there may be one
additional worker added in non-defense activities for each
new or unemployed worker added by the defense industries.
This is a maximum estimate, and the actual increase may be
considerably less, especially with governmental or other re
strictions being placed upon consumer industries that com
pete with defense needs.

This gives us about 3 million new workers entering
defense industries and at most another 3 million entering
other industries, or a total increase in employment of pos
sibly 6 million in two years. If, however, the war in Europe
and the consequent crisis in America should continue beyond
that time, the figures will be higher. Uncertainty as to the
course of the war itself and the size of future defense appro
priations makes it impossible to give any exact forecast. If the
war lasts, the increase in jobs is likely to continue well beyond
1942 and reach its peak at some later date.

New Jobs-and Unemploymentl Too
It is well to insert a caution here. The ten long years of

unemployment that began with the onset of the depression
in 1930 are not likely to end overnight. Jobs probably will
increase more slowly than many people expect. It takes time
to build new plants and additions to existing plants. It takes
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still more time to instal equipment, especially precision
machinery that may in itself require a long, slow period of
production. There are usually several weeks and even months
between the passage of an appropriation, or the letting of a
contract, and the beginning of actual production.

HOW ,MANY ADDITIONAL JOBS
WILL BE CREATED IN THE FIRST 'TWO YEARS

OF THE DEFENSE PROGRAM?

3 MILUON WORKERS

.' • : ,,·JfJ!>r
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It is also true that there will not be a smooth, even process
of absorbing all the unemployed, after which the country
will be faced with a general labor shortage. Things do not
work out that way. There are acute shortages in many trades
and many parts of the country right now. This is especially
true of workers in the metal trades and shipyard crafts.

Meanwhile, there are many extra workers in other trades
and in parts of the country that have not particularly felt the
effect of defense activities. Labor skills, of course, are not
interchangeable and cannot be shifted around like bales of
cotton or barrels of fuel oil. Too many painters in one city
will not make up for a lack of patternmakers in another.
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Furthermore, some of the unemployed have temporarily lost
their skills or have become wholly unemployable.

For all these reasons, many authorities predict that there
probably will be one or two million unemployed, even at the
height of defense activities.

From Where Will the Workers Come?
Since the number of unemployed is clearly unequal to the

probable demand, from where will the needed workers come?
Let us start with the most usual source. Every year a certain
number of new workers enter industry for the first time.
Others leave industry through death or disability or retire
ment. Normally, since our population is still growing, many
more are coming in than going out. This probably will yield
a net addition of more than a million to the working force
during the next two years.

'During the first World War days in 1917-1918, several
million women entered industry for the first time. Probably
the present emergency once again will cause great numbers
of women to take over industrial jobs usually filled by men.

Agriculture offers a great reservoir of available workers.
Frequently we find that young members of farm families stay
on the land simply because they cannot find jobs in industry
and living is cheaper on the farm. It has been estimated that
at least 2 million workers could be drawn from the present
farm population without reducing farm output.

Labor shortages in the skilled trades may also be met by
what is known as the "dilution" process. This involves not so
much bringing in new workers as it does a rearrangement of
tasks for the existing workers. The best trained workers are
assigned to jobs that require their full skill and the remain
ing work is assigned to others with less skill and training.
Properly done, this works out to be the same as if there were
an actual increase in the number of skilled workers.

Do We Need a Longer Work Week?
Another way of making more labor available for defense

industries is to increase the hours of work. In America, the
work week has been declining gradually for the past fifty
years. By 1929 it had reached an average of forty-eight hours
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for all manufacturing industries. The great depression
brought further reductions as plants worked short-time rather
than dismiss their workers. In 1932 the average work week
in manufacturing was only thirty-five hours. During the ensu
ing recovery the work week, instead of returning to the 1929
level as might have been expected, stayed at about forty
hours.

AVERAGE LENGTH OF WORK WEEK
IN MANUFACTURING

1929 .....
48 HOURS

1932.-' ..
3S HOURS

1937........
39 HOURS

Each clock represents 5 hours
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Many persons have urged an increase in the length of the
work week to speed up the defense program. However, there
is a limit to this possibility. The more hours a man works
beyond a certain limit, the more tired he becomes. As he
becomes tired, he turns out less work and makes more mis
takes. Toward the end of a too-long day or week, his output
may fall off so rapidly that he may actually turn out less in a
long week than if he had worked fewer hours.

Some careful studies of this problem have been made in
this country and in Great Britain. The experience of the
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first World War in Great Britain showed that in some types
of light work greatest output was reached at seventy hours or
more a week, while in other heavier jobs more work was
turned out in a fifty-hour week than in a sixty- or sixty-five
hour week. It is important to know what work week will yield
the greatest output for each worker. We can see at once that
this figure will vary from worker to worker and from occupa
tion to occupation, and that age and sex differences will have
an important effect on the result. We cannot say exactly what
length of work week would yield largest output. The research
staff of The Twentieth Century Fund survey says there is
some reason to think that for most occupations in the United
States it might lie somewhere between forty-eight and sixty
hours.

The Forty-Hour Week-In France and America
Our chief law affecting working hours is the Fair Labor

Standards Act of 1938. This law does not limit workers to
forty hours a week. For the occupations covered by the act,
it simply requires time and a half payment for all overtime
above that figure. The act did not introduce a new and
shorter work week. It merely wrote into law the prevailing
custom of manufacturing industry.

It is highly misleading to regard the Fair Labor Standards
Act as a parallel to the French forty-hour law of 1936. The
French law imposed an absolute maximum, with overtime
permitted only in very exceptional circumstances. It reduced
hours from a generally prevailing level of forty-eight per
week, while the Fair Labor Standards Act at most prevented
an increase of hours. Finally; the French law required exist
ing wages to be maintained. This provision, which amounted
to an increase of some 20 per cent in hourly rates, naturally
had a dislocating effect on French industry.

Similarly misleading is the statement that the forty-hour
week was responsible for France's failure to produce a suffi
cient number of airplanes and other types of armament.
Actually, the forty-hour week was gradually abandoned dur
ing the summer of 1938, and after the Munich Agreement in
September of that year, a sixty-hour maximum was set for all
defense industries. German industry, which had operated on
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an eight-hour day and forty-eight-hour week from 1934
through 1938, did not adopt a sixty-hour week until January,
1939-several months after France had taken this step.

The American forty-hour week has very little effect on
production if there is a plentiful supply of labor having the
needed skills. The simplest way to increase production is to
hire more workers and put on additional shifts. This does not
increase the hourly labor cost. If there are no more workers
to be had, the only thing to do is to work those on hand for
longer hours. A great many defense industries are doing this,
especially those producing aircraft and machine tools. This
raises weekly wages and labor costs, because of the necessity
of paying the workers at the rate of time and a half for all
work over forty hours.

After considering the whole question of the forty-hour
week, the special Committee on Labor appointed by The
Twentieth Century Fund to review the findings of its labor
survey had this to say:

In times of underemployment, [the Fair Labor Standards
Act] is an effective pressure toward sharing both work and
leisure. In times of full employment, and particularly when
there is a shortage of labor ... it .becomes a method of increas
ing wages. If or when substantial unemployment has been
replaced by widespread shortages of labor, the wisdom of the
Act considered as a method of increasing wages by overtime
payments will have to be tested by entirely different economic
considerations.

Maintaining Labor Standards
Because of the urgency of the defense program, some per

sons have felt that we should re-examine all our labor laws
to see if they are not hampering production. In this connec
tion the judgment of the Committee on Labor is important.
Members of this group include representatives of manage
ment, labor leaders, mediation officials, and economists. The
considered opinion of this group is that governmental stand
ards established by law for the protection of labor should not
be weakened, even temporarily, unless it is clearly necessary
to do 80. It finds no reason for changing our present laws as
yet; and says that if clear need for modification should arise,
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this should be done only after consultation with representa
tives of management and workers.

Where Labor Shortages Are Most Acute
Shortages of skilled labor are a growing threat to defense

production. Almost at the beginning of the defense program,
serious shortages developed in certain shipyard crafts, notably
coppersmiths, loftsmen, and shipfitters. So few ships have
been built during the past twenty years that not enough
skilled workers have been trained. This is particularly unfor
tunate because of the crucial role of shipping in the present
world conflict.

In other industries there are general shortages of tool and
gauge designers, airplane engineers, tool, gauge, and die
makers, instrument makers, patternmakers, and fully trained
machinists. The shortage of all-round machinists is par
ticularly serious. Since they are unable to find trained men,
many firms are training and promoting partially skilled
workers, and are trying to simplify the work as much as
possible.

There is also an acute shortage of supervisors in aircraft
and other rapidly expanding industries. In many cases men
making good money at their trade are unwilling to undertake
the responsibility of a supervising job. Men willing to become
supervisors do not always have the necessary capacity, and in
the stress of expanding production there is no time to weed
out the unqualified and set up proper training courses. The
difficulties that have been experienced in getting production
from some airplane plants are probably due largely to inex
pert supervision.

Experience in 1917-1918
The present shortages of skilled labor show just the re

verse of our experience in the first World War. In those days,
the drafting of 4 million men into the army created an acute
shortage of unskilled labor and general production workers.
There were, of course, shortages in many skills, but the great
and prevailing demand was for general laborers. Their scarc
ity caused their rates of pay to rise more rapidly than those
of skilled workers, so that the gap between the two was
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considerably narrowed. Years later, under the National Re~

covery Administration in 1933-1934, the gap was narrowed
still further by the wage minimums written into the N.R.A.
codes. These usually resulted in much greater relative in
creases for low-paid than for high-paid labor. Now the two
are drawing apart once more. The gap probably will be
widened during the next few years as skilled workers, now
scarce, get more raises than unskilled workers, who are still
abundant. It is estimated that about 35 per cent of the men
demanded for the defense program will be skilled workers, 40
per cent will be semi-skilled, and 25 per cent unskilled.

OUT OF EVERY 100 WORKERS
NEEDED FOR THE DEFENSE_PROGRAM

°fiOII(iii
35 ARE SKILLED 40 ARE SEMI-SKILLED 25 ARE UNSKILLED

Each symbol represents 10 workers
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TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR DEFENSE
WORKERS

ONE way of providing needed skills is to train workers.
Industry, of course, is always training men in its plants; and
labor unions, in turn, have well-established apprenticeship
programs, especially in the skilled trades, although the num
ber of apprentices is limited. Under pressure of the defense
program, all such activities are being greatly intensified.
Public and private schools and colleges offer vocational train
ing and the government itself is conducting large-scale train
ing projects.

The most direct training of all is carried on by industry
itself. Government aid in this field is given through the
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Training Within Industry Division of the Office of Produc
tion Management. The T.W.I. Division does not do any
actual training. It acts as a service agency, and on request will
help an industry to study training methods and develop its
own best procedure. It has established twenty-two regional
offices in various parts of the country. Each office has a staff of
field agents prepared to act as advisers to employers desiring
their services.

The most effective training during the first World War
was done by industry itself through the use of "vestibule
schools" in the plant. In these schools workers were trained
not for the whole range of a skilled trade, but in a few simple
processes, using the same machines and materials under the
same conditions prevailing in regular production depart
ments. The two men now at the head of the T.W.I. 'Division
did somewhat similar work in Washington during the first
World War.

Government Training Courses
The most extensive of the government's projects are

administered by the Office of Education, which is in the Fed
eral Security Agency. Training courses are established by
local school authorities, supervised by a state board for voca
tional education and approved by the Office of Education,
which pays the expenses of the training.

Training courses usually run between five and ten weeks,
with 200 to 400 working hours. It is, of course, impossible to
turn out a skilled, fully trained worker in so short a time.
However, the courses do have definite and positive values.
Completion of a training course serves as a test of willing
ness to work. Employers accept it as such. The person receiv
ing the training becomes used to regular shop routine and
overcomes his awkwardness about machinery. At best, the
course provides industry with a superior learner rather than
with a fully trained production worker.

Value of the Training Programs
Two things on which most observers agree are the need for

greater coordination among training programs and the need
to relate them as closely as possible to the actual needs of in-
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dustry. The Fund's Committee on Labor stresses these points
and urges that management and workers be consulted at all
stages. One promising development is the plan adopted in
Hartford, Connecticut. There the candidates for training
courses must be certified by an employer in the city as being
the sort he is interested in. This, of course, is no absolute guar
antee of a job, but the percentage who get jobs has been high.

It may be asked what these workers are to do with their
skills after the emergency has passed? There is an obvious
need for a fundamental program of postwar reconstruction.
It should not only absorb the productive power of the nation
and thus prevent a disastrous collapse, but it should use, so
far as possible, the skills and crafts developed during the
emergency period. There is no easy answer to such a prob
lem, but it should be kept in mind as the defense program
is stepped up.

Apprenticeship and the Unions
Training is also given by many labor unions in their

regular system of apprenticeship. In many trades, especially
the highly skilled ones, this apprentice period is long and
thorough. It is possible that in the defense emergency this
process might be speeded up without lowering basic appren
ticeship standards. More candidates might be admitted to
training and the courses could be shortened and simplified.

The metal trades' unions do not oppose training pro
grams wherever it can be shown that a genuine shortage
exists. They insist, however, that the need for more workers
be demonstrated before large-scale training is launched and
that training should be directed toward proved needs. This
seems sound not only from the union's standpoint but also
from the social standpoint. There will almost certainly be too
many skilled metal workers following the present crisis. Ob
viously the surplus should be kept as small as possible.

Diluting Labor Skills
As we have already noted, a more drastic way of relieving

shortages of skilled labor is to break down production
processes into simpler elements which can be performed by
Workers with only a few months' training. This is called
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dilution. A casting, for example, may be machined by sev
eral operators on specialized machines, instead of all opera
tions being performed by one all-round mechanic. This
process of dilution of the machinists' trade has been going on
gradually for at least thirty years, and would simply have to
be speeded up somewhat.

It raises, however, a serious problem. Dilution strikes at
the basis of the trade union by disintegrating the trade itself.
It will not be possible after the crisis to restore to the skilled
trades the whole range of operations they previously per
formed. Naturally, the unions want to delay the change until
it is absolutely necessary. They seem willing to compromise,
however, provided the new semi-skilled workers are paid the
rate previously earned by journeymen on the same work.

Both labor and employers have vital interests in ques
tions of training and dilution. Both groups should be repre
sented on all planning agencies by technically qualified and
interested persons.

Drafting and Competitive Bidding for Needed Workers
An obvious danger to the supply of skilled labor is the

indiscriminate drafting of skilled workers under the Selec
tive Service Act. The present national policy is to grant
exemptions from military service to skilled workers and
apprentices in trades in which there is now a shortage or in
which shortages are likely to develop in the near future.
But different draft boards have interpreted this necessity
in widely differing ways. Only recently have draft boards
received instructions on uniform procedure in such cases.

Another difficulty already developing is the practice of
some industrial plants in trying to bid workers away from
other industries or other plants in the same field. This prac
tice becomes more and more a danger as labor shortages
become more general. In a sense, offering attractive wages
and working conditions is the most direct and the simplest
way of attracting labor to the places where it is needed. But
when employers begin raiding each other by this method, it
becomes unsatisfactory and leads to unwise distribution and
wasteful shifting of available labor.

Measures to control this practice are included in a plan
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adopted in the shipbuilding industries on the Pacific Coast.
Union officials and management agreed upon a uniform wage
scale and certain basic working conditions, so that there
would be little temptation for workers to transfer from one
plant to another. The plan was widely praised, although the
failure of one of the major employers to sign the agreement
and the charge that some union officials had not consulted
their membership later led to a serious industrial dis
pute.

Other measures suggested to control competitive bidding
are wider distribution of defense orders, more extensive use
of subcontracting, and care in selecting plant locations so
that, if possible, they will be near an available labor supply.

If labor in defense industries were obtained through a
single agency, there should be less competition between these
industries. The United States Employment Service seems to
be the logical agency to supervise the transfer of needed work
ers from one region to another. It is now registering workers
all over the country and noting their experience and skill.
When a plant is unable to find enough workers in its own
locality, the United States Employment Service* is in a posi
tion to recruit them from distant areas.

DEFENSE WAGES, TAXATION, AND
PRICE CONTROLS

WAGES in defense industries are, of course, a basic considera
tion. Direct increases in hourly wages in many companies
and industries, as well as the requirements for time and a
half pay 'for overtime, indicate that the average real earn
ings of defense workers probably are increasing. Higher labor
costs often lead the way for higher prices and profits.

This may lead to a general upward spiral of inflation, in
the absence of proper control measures. Such controls might
include income taxes designed to siphon off a substantial part
of surplus buying power, excess-profit taxes, and excise and

• For further information about the United States Employment Service.
see Man Meets Job-HoT),} Uncle Sam Helps. Public Allain Pamphlet No. 57.
1941.
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commodity taxes. To the extent that a rise in general price
levels occurs, the impact is felt primarily by salaried persons,
pensioners, and other groups with relatively fixed incomes.
Workers probably have gained in real income thus far, since
wages have advanced faster than the cost of living. But work
ers, too, will be in danger if inflation gets out of hand. During
the first World War, which was financed largely by inflation
ary methods, wage increases constantly lagged behind the rise
in living costs. This fact unquestionably contributed to the
labor unrest of 1916-1917. Should we suffer a similar infla
tionary spiral at this time, we may again face labor difficulties
of the proportions of 1917.

The wisdom of a general wage increase at a time when
the productive system is pressing close to capacity, and when
the real income of some other groups is being reduced, is open
to debate. This involves a question of how the national
income should be divided. Policy must be decided on grounds
of justice and social expediency. There is also a psychologi
cal factor. Wage earners look primarily to the profits of
employers and the cost of living in estimating the justice of
their earnings. It will be difficult to keep them from asking
for wage increases unless excess profits are prevented and the
cost of living is held down.

Attempts are being made to control price levels. Taxes, as
we have seen, must play an important part in this control,
and heavier and heavier taxes may be expected as the defense
program develops. In addition, there is a high government
agency to deal directly with the problem. In mid-April, 1941,
the President announced the setting up of the Office of Price
Administration and Civilian Supply. The agency is on the
same level of administrative authority as the Office of Pro
duction Management. It is fully empowered to deal both
with price levels in specific commodities and industries as
well as the general level of all prices.

Standards of Living-Guns or Butter for America
What will be the effect of the defense program on living

standards in America? We are not likely to have to face a
choice between "guns" and "butter" in the literal sense,
though we probably shall in the wider meaning of the term.
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In our country, cutting down the consumption of dairy
products certainly would not help the output of cannon. A
lot of our consumer goods do not compete directly with
armaments, but some of them do.

H there is no problem of guns versus butter, there cer
tainly is a problem of tanks and airplanes versus automobiles.
Already, in fact, restrictions have been placed on the use of
certain strategic metals and materials in consumer goods.
Motorcar production is being cut down to release facilities
for defense manufacture. Similarly, other industries that use
materials or machinery needed in defense production, or that
are capable of transferring their productive capacity from
non-defense items, almost certainly will be placed under
increasing restrictions.

INDUSTRIAL PEACE
IF THE defense program is to be completed on time, pro
duction lines must be kept moving. This brings up the whole
vexed and vexing question of strikes, collective bargaining,
and industrial peace. In this connection it is important to
keep two points in mind.

The first is that collective bargaining is now a part of
the law of the land. All the major political parties have en
dorsed it and workers and management agree in recognizing
this basic right. The Twentieth Century Fund's Committee
on Labor took the stand that a refusal at this time by any
employer to accord to labor the full rights of self-organiza
tion and collective bargaining as guaranteed by law is a
dangerous threat to defense production. The Committee felt
that labor, for the same reasons, has a clear obligation to seek
legal remedies in preference to direct action, wherever
possible.

The second point is that strikes in defense industries
always carry the danger of interrupting armament produc
tion, even though the volume of strikes varies so greatly from
week to week and month to month that it is difficult to say
how much they interfere.

Strikes make dramatic news and are likely to be played up
in the press. Sometimes, indeed, the emphasis placed on strike
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news may give the impression that they are more numerous
than is really the case. For example, the defense program
began in the summer of 1940, and figures from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics show that the number of strikes recorded
in 1940 was somewhat below the total for 1939. Early in 1941,
the magazine Business Week reported, "In the first six months
of the defense program there have been fewer man-days lost
in strikes than in any other comparable period since the
passage of the Wagner Act, and labor disputes have not been
nearly as serious as they were in 1917." On the other hand,
the number of man-days lost through strikes rose in the first
three months of 1941 to a level far above that of the same
period of 1940, and reached a peak in April during the rela
tively brief but widespread work stoppage in the soft coal
industry. The National Defense Mediation Board, appointed
in mid-March, has been successful in settling many actual and
threatened strikes. This has greatly reduced the time lost
through work stoppages.

Defense Strikes and Their Causes
It is quite possible for a strike involving few workers to

constitute a bottleneck, causing a widespread holdup of pro
duction. One fact stands out. Strikes are much more likely
to occur in newly or partially organized industries than in
industries that have had a long experience in collective bar
gaining. Almost all the major strikes of the past eight years
(since the right of collective bargaining was first guaranteed
by law under the original National Recovery Act) have been
in such industries as: textiles, iron and steel, automobiles,
rubber, motor transport, longshore and marine work. During
1939 nearly 4,200,000 man-days were lost through strikes in
these six industries. In the strongly unionized railroad, cloth
ing, hosiery, printing, and building trades, employing almost
as many workers, only 1,200,000 man-days were lost.

Some of the difficulties of collective bargaining in newly
organized industries are due to the very newness of the
arrangement. Workers who for many years have been denied
all initiative and responsibility cannot be made to assume it
overnight. Foremen who have been taught to fight the union
cannot easily be brought to cooperate with it. There is a cer-
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tain understandable mistrust and suspicion on both sides.
It takes time to build up mutual confidence and create a
sound working basis. Management in a newly organized
industry often retains a good deal of smoldering hostility
toward a union; and the union, in turn, particularly if it has
inexperienced leaders, may have difficulty in controlling and
disciplining its own members until it is more firmly estab
lished.

FEWER STRIKES OCCUR IN OLDER
UNIONIZED INDUSTRIES

(COMPARISON OF TWO GROUPS OF INDUSTRIES EMPLOYING
APPROXIMATELY EQUAL NUMBER OF WORKERS IN 1939)

~~~(O)
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o MOTOR LONGSHORE
TRANSPORTATION AND MARINE WORK

NEWLY OR PARTLY UNIONIZED

~1J~G
RAILROAQS CLOTHING
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HOSIERY PRINTING BUILDING

UNIONIZED LONGER Each symbol represents
one million man-days lost
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In the light of these facts it is significant that the defense
industries are for the most part unorganized or newly organ
ized. In 1933 (as in 1917) there was virtually no union organ
ization in steel, automobiles, rubber, oil, chemicals, machine
tools, shipyards, electrical manufacturing, or airplane manu
facturing. Today the situation is greatly changed. In each of
these industries there are many union members and some
union agreements. In few cases, however, do these agreements
cover as mU<;h as hiilf of thos~ engaged in and iibout the;:
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industry. Union organizers are hard at work in most of these
fields and unionization may be expected to continue-pos
sibly at a swifter pace during the next few years.

The organization drives, especially any that may be
actively resisted by employers, are likely to lead to recogni
tion strikes. Such disputes are often the most difficult of all
to adjust. A union will usually compromise on questions of
wages or working conditions. But it cannot compromise on
union recognition without sacrificing its existence.

The National Labor Relations Board
The union's most direct appeal to law on this point is

through the National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act).
This guarantees labor's basic right to organize and bargain
collectively. It was adopted in 1935 to continue the labor
policy embodied in Section 7-A of the National Industrial
Recovery Act of 1933.

The N .L.R.B. is set up to carry out the provisions of the
act. It is designed to protect the right of workers to bargain
collectively, to prevent discrimination against union mem
bers, or the domination of labor organizations by employers.
The N.L.R.B. has power to define appropriate units for
collective bargaining, and to determine and certify employee
representatives in disputed cases.

The power of the N .L.R.B. is limited. It has no authority
whatever to prevent strikes from being called or to under
take mediation for their settlement. Further-and surprisingly
to many persons-the N.L.R.B. has no power to fix penalties
or to enforce its own decisions. The employer may appeal the
N.L.R.B.'s order or simply ignore it. All that the N.L.R.B.
can do is to apply to the federal circuit court for enforcement,
and the party cited may appeal the case as far as the Supreme
Court. If the N .L.R.B. is finally successful, its order is upheld
and the offender must comply or be punished, not for ignor
ing the order, but for contempt of court.

The N.L.R.B. Offers Alternatives to Strikes
Union recognition, as noted above, is a particularly

crucial point. And on this the Wagner Act offers a peaceful
way out. Previously, an employer who refused to recognize
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or bargain with a union could be forced to do so only by a
strike. Today the union can apply to the N .L.R.B. If a hear
ing or election shows that the union has a majority of all
workers in "an appropriate bargaining unit," the N .L.R.B.
will certify it as bargaining representative for all the workers
in that unit.

Discharge of union leaders or members is a second point
that formerly could be corrected only by calling a strike. The
Wagner Act now offers another way of meeting the situation.
Charges may be filed against an employer, and if a hearing
reveals that workers were discharged because of their mem
bership in the union, the N .L.R.B. can order the employer to
reinstate them with back pay.

Unfortunately, it takes time to investigate cases and reach
a decision. The N .L.R.B. must have a fair opportunity to
assemble and consider evidence, and it must allow both sides
a chance to present arguments and rebuttals. The average
time for obtaining a decision in cases of union recognition
or employee representation is about four months, and for
complaint cases involving discrimination against union mem
bers, about six months.

Sometimes these delays cause unions to grow impatient
and to call strikes, even though the N .L.R.B. offers a means of
settling the dispute without a strike.

Proposal to IIFreezeli the Status Quo
These recognition strikes have caused alarm in some quar

ters. For the announced purpose of avoiding worker-manage
ment disputes and recognition strikes that might hold up
production, some persons favor "freezing" the present situa
tion in defense industries. A somewhat similar plan for decid
ing whether a given plant should be closed shop (hiring only
union members) or open shop was adopted in the United
States during the first World War. The present proposal is
that if an industry is now organized, let it remain so; if it is
now unorganized or only partially organized, let that also
remain. Everything would stay "as is" for the period of the
emergency.

Such a plan would amount to a suspension of labor's right
to organize and the stopping of drives now under way. Obvi-
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ously labor would not willingly consent. Calmer heads see in
this proposal not a step toward peace but a plan that almost
certainly would lead to bitter industrial strife. For that rea
son, responsible leaders of workers and management, as well
as public officials, have gone on record as opposing it.

Should a uCooling-OffU Period Be Required?
Another proposal frequently advanced is that there

should be a federal law requiring a delay or "cooling-off"
period before strikes or lockouts would be permitted. Advo
cates of this idea point to the success of the Railway Labor
Act, which requires a series of steps to permit investigation
and report by outside agencies before a dispute may lead to a
strike. Railroads, however, are something of a special case.
Unionism in the railroads is seventy years old and its strength
is equaled in few, if any, other industries.

The railroad unions have less reason than other unions to
oppose postponement of strikes. They need not fear that post
ponement of a strike for sixty days will lead to a collapse of
morale, nor that employers will take advantage of the wait
ing period to hire strikebreakers. Industrial peace in the rail
road industry rests on the great strength and general
acceptance of union organization, the long experience of the
industry with collective bargaining, and the public regula
tion of other phases of railroad operation. Most of these
conditions are absent in the newly organized or unorganized
defense industries. Any attempt to apply semicompulsory
methods of adjustment to these industries would probably
be opposed by both unions and employers.

Worker-Management Settlements and Arbitration
Of course, the overwhelming majority of all disputes are

settled by direct negotiation between workers and manage
ment. This must be true, otherwise collective bargaining
would have proved unworkable long before this. It is only
the exceptional disputes that lead to strikes or lockouts and
attract public attention.

Some unions and some collective bargaining agreements
make advance provision for cases that cannot be settled in
the regular procedure. Agreements of the International
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Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, for example, commonly
provide for the appointment of emergency arbitration com
mittees composed of equal numbers from each side and an
umpire or chairman to be chosen by both sides. Another way
is to set up a permanent arbitration authority in the indus
try. This usually contains an equal number of union and
employer representatives. We have such an example in the
Pacific Coast pulp and paper agreement. These are good in
stances of voluntary arbitration, whose general outlines are
agreed to in advance by both workers and management.

Another device often used in well-organized industries is
that of the "impartial chairman"-a single, full-time arbi
trator, chosen for his judicial qualities and his knowledge of
the industry. He is usually a professional man who has not
identified himself strongly with either the union or the em
ployers. His salary is paid equally by both parties. He is by no
means a czar. He cannot impose a decision which either party
considers a blow to its vital interest. Actually he has to serve
as a mediator and to seek a solution which both parties can
be brought to accept.

The Basic Issue-Compulsion or Mediation?
We come now to the heart of the whole question of indus

trial peace. The question is: Shall we attempt to achieve that
peace by force or by voluntary agreement? In other words,
does compulsion or conciliation offer the real way out?

There are very strong forces in this country favoring com
pulsion. Public opinion polls have shown a high percentage
of citizens, well over a majority, as favoring some kind of law
to prohibit strikes in defense industries. Numerous proposals
for such laws are constantly being introduced in state legis
latures and in Congress. There is all the more reason, there
fore, to take a look at what is involved in these proposals.

What Is Meant by Compulsory Arbitration?
First, there could be a law flatly forbidding strikes by

workers or lockouts by employers. This is the way the dicta
tors do it. Both workers and employers are made to realize
they are cogs in a vast machine working for and controlled
by the state. The result is a kind of slave labor, in which the
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citizen of the country, whether employer or employee, has no
choice but to do as he is told, or risk a concentration camp.

Even the most hard-boiled would scarcely advocate such
a plan for the United States. In this country, proposals to out
law strikes are usually accompanied by the suggestion that
there be compulsory arbitration of industrial disputes. Under
this plan, workers and management would have to submit
their differences to a public agency, and both would be
forced to accept the decision, no matter what it was.

The proposal is not new. We know how such schemes
have actually worked out when tried in democratic countries.

Experience in Australia and Canada
Australia, for example, has had a compulsory arbitration

statute since 1904. Strikes that extend into two or more states
are prohibited and matters in dispute must be submitted to

. the Commonwealth Court of Arbitration. Most of the indi
vidual states have similar laws covering disputes within their
own borders. In spite of these laws, during the past twenty
five years Australia has had far more strikes in proportion to
its population than either the United States or Great Britain.
While many of these strikes were clearly illegal, the strikers
have seldom been punished.

Canada has had a somewhat similar law since 1907. The
Industrial 'Disputes Investigation Act requires a period of
investigation by a special board before strikes may be called
in the mining and public utilities industries. Yet during the
period from 1907 to 1925, there were 425 unlawful strikes in
which the requirements of the act were simply ignored. Any
attempt to enforce them would have alienated all union sup
port and would probably have brought a quick repeal of
the act.

British Experience in Two Wars
Great Britain introduced compulsory arbitration of dis

putes in war industries during the first World War. The
Munitions of War Act of July, 1915, made strikes and lock
outs illegal, imposed heavy penalties for violations, and pro
vided that all disputes must be referred to the Board of
Trade for settlement. During the following thirty-three
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months, however, more than 1,500,000 munitions workers
took part in illegal strikes. Only about one-fifth of one per
cent of all the workers in these strikes were prosecuted.

During the present conflict, strikes in war industries once
again have been banned in Great Britain-but the govern
ment's order was agreed to in advance by both labor and
employers and it contains no penalty provisions against
strikers. This is evidence of the reluctance of the British
Government to clamp down on strikes. The government has
relied on the influence of Labor members of the Cabinet and
on the long history of cordial relations between unions and
employers. The regular machinery of collective bargaining
has been effective in adjusting disputes even in a severe
emergency, and few strikes have occurred.

Our Labor Policy during the First World War
The evidence shows pretty conclusively that compulsory

arbitration, however simple it may sound in theory, cannot
be enforced in actual practice. Our own experience in the
war in 1917-1918 bears this out. Strikes or lockouts were
never prohibited. In a number of industries, emergency agen
cies were set up to deal with disputes arising in those indus
tries. Over them all was a National War Labor Board, created
in April, 1918, under the joint chairmanship of William
Howard Taft and Frank Walsh. The National War Labor
Board had no power to enforce its decisions, but its awards
were almost invariably accepted. These voluntary arrange
ments worked very well. At no stage did strikes seriously
hamper the war effort. The government had to use the emer
gency powers given the Chief Executive only three times
twice against employers and once against a union.

National labor policy at the time guaranteed labor's right
to organize. On the question of the closed shop employing
only union members, employers who had not granted a closed
shop before the war were not required to adopt it, and those
who had granted it were not required nor allowed to give it
up. Established labor standards on wages, hours, and condi
tions of work were to be maintained. Labor was given equal
representation on adjustment boards. Unions made a sincere
effort to avoid strikes, which were fewer in 1918 than in 1917.
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The Verdict: Compulsory Arbitration Won't Work
After reviewing the whole range of evidence, The Twen

tieth Century Fund's Committee on Labor says flatly:

World experience has demonstrated that the cooperation
of labor cannot be gained by compulsion. Strikes in demo
cratic countries can be prevented only by agreement between
employers and workers-not by law. The United States got
through the first World War without any law prohibiting
strikes. The tremendous pressure of the wartime demand for
continuous production was made effective through govern
mental agencies operating on the basis, of voluntary agree
ment. Opposition to compulsion in the settlement of labor
disputes ,is one subject on which there seems to be agreement
in all divisions of the labor movement and in the ranks of
management.

There are many public declarations to support this con
clusion. The solid opposition of labor, of course, has often
been declared and is well known. The National Association
of Manufacturers, at its meeting in December, 1940, resolved
that "compulsory governmental arbitration of labor disputes
is contrary to American principles." The Committee on
Manufacture of the United States Chamber of Commerce
expressed the belief "that antistrike laws will prove ineffec
tive and that they will deny fundamental rights to our
citizens."

In government circles, both the Director and the Asso
ciate Director of the Office of Production Management have
testified against compulsion. Likewise, the Secretary of Labor,
the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of the Navy have testi
fied that compulsion is not needed to keep defense produc
tion moving.

Voluntary Mediation Is the Answer

If, then, there is widespread agreement that compulsory
arbitration will not serve to bring about industrial peace
what is the answer? Here, again, there is impressive factual
evidence. The answer seems to be voluntary mediation.
Under this plan every attempt is made to enable the parties
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to reach a settlement by voluntary agreement. An essential
factor is that neither side is forced to accept a recommenda
tion with which it does not agree, and neither side surrenders
any of its fundamental rights.

Mediation works. The figures show that the proportion
of success in mediation cases usually runs above 90 per cent.
The United States Conciliation Service was able to adjust all
but 146 of the 1,678 disputes in which it intervened during
1938-1939. The New York State Mediation Board adjusted
all but 30 of 310 cases during 1939.

OUT OF EVERY 10 DISPUTES
REFERRED TO STATE AND NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARDS

~~~~~~~~~~
9 ARE ADJUSTED 1 IS NOT

PICTOGRAPH CORPORATION, FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE, INC.

Technique of Mediation

These are the results that mediation achieves. What of the
procedure itself? Because of the great variety of situations
that arise, it is hard to say just. how mediation is carried on.
Since the mediator can come into the picture only with the
consent of both parties and has no power to impose his
will, his first task is to create confidence by showing a grasp of
the problem and a nonpartisan attitude. The next step is
usually to define the area of controversy by discovering on
what points the parties are already in substantial agreement.

Beyond this the method varies from case to case. The
mediator may hold joint conferences to debate the issues and
explore possible bases of settlement. He may confer with each
side separately and serve as a go-between for the transmission
of proposals. If these methods do not work, he may have to
work out a plan of settlement and urge both parties to accept
it. The force of public opinion helps to strengthen his pro
posals, particularly in a time of great national effort called
forth by the defense program.
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Governmental Aids to Mediation

If, then, we accept the principle that voluntary mediation
will work-how do we go about it? What governmental and
other agencies are there to aid the process?

A number of states have now set up special staffs to
assist in the mediation of industrial disputes. The most active
are those of New York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts.
More than forty states have some kind of legislation on
mediation and conciliation. In most of these, however, media
tion has simply been added to the duties of the state secretary
of labor or some other existing official, and not much active
and positive work has been done in the field.

A great number of the more serious industrial disputes
are handled by the United States Conciliation Service of the
Department of Labor. This has been broadly expanded in
recent years, especially since the start of the defense program,
and it now has a staff of about a hundred conciliators. The
demands are very heavy, however, and unless the conciliation
staff is increased still further, the U. S. Conciliation Service
may be forced to give less attention than is desirable to non
defense industries. Because of the critical nature of its work,
the U. S. Conciliation Service needs the highest grade of
personnel.

In addition to making frequent use of the U. S. Concilia
tion Service, the a.p.M. has a small mediation staff of its
own, drawn partly from union and partly from manage
ment circles. This staff can intervene only with the consent
of both parties to an industrial dispute. In many instances
the staff has done effective work in bringing about strike
settlements and in conciliating other disputes before a strike
is called.

The National Defense Mediation Board
The highest agency for mediation is, of course, the Na

tional Defense Mediation Board, which was appointed by
the President on March 19, 1941. Creation of this agency
signifies the government's confidence in mediation as the
proper approach to the orderly handling of situations of
which strikes and lockouts are the acute symptoms.
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The National Defense Mediation Board is an eleven-man
board, consisting of three representatives of the public; four
representatives of labor-two from the American Federation
of Labor and two from the Congress of Industrial Organiza
tions; and four representatives of employers. Cases are re
ferred to the Mediation Board only after the regular processes
of conciliation have been unable to effect a settlement. When
a dispute is certified to the Mediation Board by the Secre
tary of Labor, the Mediation Board names a panel of at
least three persons representing the public, labor, and em
ployers, to deal with the case.

This panel is authorized, according to the Executive
Order establishing the Mediation Board, to make every effort
at settlement by assisting the parties to negotiate arrange
ments and to afford them means for voluntary arbitration.
The panel may designate arbitrators when requested by both
sides. It may assist in seeking methods to avoid or resolve
future controversies. It can conduct hearings, take testimony,
make findings of fact and prepare recommendations for
settling disputes, and make these findings public.

The Mediation Board tries, where possible, to settle dis
putes before a strike has been called. The first case of this kind
before the Mediation Board involved two plants of the Min
neapolis Moline Power Implement Company, employing a
total of 2,100 men. A strike deadline had been set for April 15,
1941. The Mediation Board received the case the afternoon of
April 15 and immediately called both sides to a conference
in Washington. The strike deadline was then postponed, and
on April 19 an amicable settlement was reached before the
strike actually took place. A threatened strike in the General
Motors Corporation was similarly averted in May.

The Committee on Labor of The Twentieth Century Fund

Creation of the Mediation Board is in line with one of
the three major recommendations made by the Committee on
Labor of The Twentieth Century Fund. The Committee's
recommendations were based on it~ review of the findings
of the research staff and its consideration of the entire ques
tion of labor policy under the defense program. It is worth-
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while to list the members of this Committee to indicate the
experience of those who formulated these proposals.

The Chairman of the Committee on Labor is William H.
Davis, now Vice-Chairman of the National Defense Media
tion Board, and formerly Chairman of the New York State
Mediation Board. The other members are William L.
Chenery, Editor of Colliers Weekly,· William M. Leiserson,
of the National Labor Relations Board; Frazier MacIver,
Vice-President of the Phoenix Hosiery Company; Sumner
H. Slichter, Lamont University Professor, Harvard Uni
versity; Robert J. Watt, International Representative of the
American Federation of Labor; and Edwin E. Witte, Chair
man of the Department of Economics of the University of
Wisconsin.

This Committee made two recommendations for the
creation of additional governmental agencies. The first sug
gested the formation of a federal mediation board that
would "supplement, rather than supplant, the activities
of the U. S. Conciliation Service and the emergency con
ciliation service' of the National Defense Advisory Com
mission." The Committee emphasized the need of coordinat
ing any such board with existing services, and recommended
that it be empowered to suggest to the President the appoint
ment of a fact-finding board to investigate specific cases. A
board similar to the one suggested in this recommendation
was, of course, made a reality by the President's appoint
ment of the National Defense Mediation Board.

The Committee's Recommendation on Labor Policy
The second recommendation was based on the desirabil

ity of giving representatives of workers and of management a
voice in working out a national labor policy and of encourag
ing these two groups to meet around a table and to discuss
and settle their own problems, wherever possible. It was sug
gested that a committee be set up whose membership should
be drawn in equal numbers from the national organizations
of labor and the national organizations of management, with
a chairman to be appointed by the President.

The new body, it was suggested, "should give its immedi
ate attention to securing for both managers and workers
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throughout defense industries a voice in the determination
of labor policies through a network of joint agencies with
equal labor and management representation; to coordinating
the labor policies of the so-called 'stabilization' committees
that have already been or may be set up in the several defense
industries; to formulating a national wage policy for the
defense period; to matching the production facilities and
the labor supply of industry to the defense program, and to
the development of fundamental relations that will promote
industrial peace." As yet no board has been created with the
general powers suggested in the second recommendation.

Reaffirming Faith in Mediation
The third major recommendation of the Committee on

Labor involved suggestions that would aid parties in indus
trial disputes to reach voluntary agreements.

The Committee urged that an effort be made to include
by voluntary action in all agreements affecting plants engaged
in defense production" (a) a specific covenant not to strike
or lock out during the term of the agreement and to set up
grievance machinery to settle disputes arising under the
agreement, in all cases where the collective agreement does
not already contain such a covenant, and (b) a further cove
nant that the working conditions established by the agree
ment shall be maintained without change and that there shall
be no interruption of work during negotiations for renewal
of the agreement."

Thus, the Committee restates its faith in voluntary agree
ment-in conciliation and mediation, rather than compulsion
-as the best defense against industrial warfare and the best
means of strengthening the home front in this period of crisis.
In all of this we must keep in mind that the methods most
successful in this emergency may provide the model for perma
nent industrial policies after the crisis is past.
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